
The                of Redesigning the Art Bath
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as the relationships you forge”
“Be as passionate about the product you manufacture

Born in 2017 under the creative direction of 
artist Gil Saul and longtime friend Brandon 
Caldwell, SOPHSTONE speaks to a
niche clientele which values individuality 
over current trends. The symbolism of the 
minimalistic logo, two vertical lines on
each side of the (S) represent the bond 
between two friends and a brand done 
differently.
Driven more by creativity than profits, 
SOPHSTONE remains steadfastly 
independent. A family-owned boutique
manufacturer, providing the flexibility 
required to incorporate age-old techniques 
and old-world craftsmanship
absent in a market saturated by global 
brands.

Within the picturesque surroundings of the 
Malang Region of East Java, Indonesia, Gil 
borrows inspiration, not from concrete
and steel, but rather the harmony of living 
within nature. There is a realization that 
tradition, craftsmanship, and innovation
can coexist. Overcoming the familiar 
and continually producing recognizable, 
ambitious, and culturally relevant luxury.
The SOPHSTONE brand is proudly 
manufactured entirely in-house, 
creating exclusive, original designs of 
uncompromising
quality.

Origin
(Sophisticated Stone)

Location
(Relaxing mind, body, and spirit)

Gil Saul

SOPHSTONE
DNA + Core Values

Bathware Collections

Ahri  Freestanding Bathtub, Wall-mount Washbasin(s), Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Christoph Freestanding Bathtub, Ofuro Bathtub, Wall-mount Washbasin(s), Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink(s)

Danielle Freestanding Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink(s)

Elizabeth Freestanding Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Madison Freestanding Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Marina Freestanding Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Marcela Freestanding Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Mia  Freestanding Bathtub, Wall-mount Washbasin, Vessel Sink

Mikayla Freestanding Bathtub, Vessel Sink

Mason  Freestanding Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Marea  Freestanding Bathtub, Wall-mount Washbasin, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Olivia  Freestanding Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Phoenyx Freestanding Bathtub, Ofuro Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Serene Freestanding Bathtub, Freestanding Basin, Vessel Sink

Mission Vanity Stand(s)

Origin (Sophisticated + Stone)

Location (Mind, Body, and Spirit)

Passion (Beautiful Objects)

Craftsmanship (Human Touch)

Material (Feel the Difference)

Exclusivity (Limited Production)

A SOPHSTONE Design
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Solutions

Vanity Tops   Uniquely different custom + industry standard sizes to fit all applications

Colour Dua   Embellish with multiple colors into a single harmonious existence

Reflect a Different Hue Custom color + Pantone color matching

Project Division  Fashioning exclusive bathware, defining your project, and creating solutions
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In a world of automated precision,

the warmth of human imperfection

creates beauty

Passion (Beautiful Objects)

From the seeds of creation right through 
to the production of every SOPHSTONE 
product, our passion for design, creativity,
and beautiful objects is what guides us. A 
flair for thinking outside the box. Focusing 
on indulgence and relaxation, form and
function must live in harmony. We succeed 
only by being passionate.

“If you analyze the function of an object, its 
form often becomes obvious.”
Professor Ferdinand Alexander Porsche.

beyond imagination

No product created by the human hand 
will ever be without flaws, yet the human 
touch is vital to SOPHSTONE’s philosophy 
of unrivaled craftsmanship. There is beauty 
within the subtle flaws of imperfection and 
warmth in the human touch. At the same 
time, SOPHSTONE has standards and 
practices throughout its manufacturing 
process that are as rigorous as any you’ll 
find in any industry. The perfect balance 
between modernity and tradition.

SOPHSTONE is individually and 
meticulously handcrafted by exceptional 
people, applying stunning attention to 
detail and taking enormous pride in the 
Brand they help create.

Craftsmanship (Human Touch)
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A SOPHSTONE product can be recognized 
simply by running your fingers across 
the surface. Embracing your sense of 
touch. Great pride was taken by starting 
from scratch, engineering a material that 
satisfied all our core values. From reclaimed 
and re-purposed fine glass powder and 
marble dust, to the highest quality resins 
and all natural raw minerals, our standard 
and practice is to always place quality over 
cost. 

The end result is what defines us, 
SOPHSTONE, the Brand and the 
Material. Environmentally conscious, 
durable, versatile, and unlike other global 
products, absolutely pleasant to the touch. 
SOPHSTONE, feel the difference.

Material (Velvet Soft)

Feel the Difference
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Exclusivity (Limited Production)

SOPHSTONE is an independent entity, 
financially and creatively, and does not live 
in the world of global branding and mass
production. This gives us total 
independence in our values and our 
artistic perspectives. Manufacturing is 
done by hand for the simple reason that it 
is impossible to meet our standard using 
machines alone. This ensures limited 
production and exclusivity for those who 
purchase.

Exclusive
Original Designs
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The                of Redesigning the Art Bath

A SOPHSTONE design has key attributes 
making it unique and easily recognizable in 
the industry.

• Construction
• Design
• Shape

Dual wall construction ensures the inner 
shape is not restricted by the outside 
design. Each entity being independent of 
the other, allows unique outside silhouettes 
while embracing indulgence and relaxation.

Authentic designs inspired by nature and 
our surroundings, not industry trends. 
Individuality is what drives us.

Elegant yet contemporary shapes, many 
asymmetrical in design. Elevating our 
thoughts and redesigning the perception 
of what the bath should look like. Luxurious 
yet comfortable. Embracing indulgence 
and relaxation. Encapsulating the mind 
body and spirit. This is...

The SOPHSTONE Experience.

A SOPHSTONE Design
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SOPHSTONE

SOPHSTONE International Headquarters:
California, USA

Phone:   +(1).559.457.0216

Inside USA:   1.844.539.1801

email:    info@sophstone.com

North America . South America . United Kingdom . Africa . Europe . Asia
United Arab Emirates . Middle East . Oceania

Showroom - Indonesia:
Jln Sunset Road, No 88

Seminyak, Bali, Indonesia

WhatsApp:   +62 819 4900 3573

email:    asia@sophstone.com

www.SOPHSTONE.com

SOPHSTONE Factory:
Malang, Java, Indonesia


